
The Big Hairy Monster
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The Big Hairy Monster

It was the early morning. Jacob was calmly and quietly Verb - Present ends in ING in his bed upstairs. He heard

a large pounding coming from his Noun . He hears the lyrics to "You can't stop the beat." Jacob woke

up and walked down stairs to Verb - Base Form the worst fume you can ever smell. He then saw the

monster towering over asking for a Noun . Jacob ran as fast as he can away. Then Alex awoke to the

smell of the monster Verb - Present ends in ING his 14th double espresso. Alex realized he was in major

trouble. He was cornered by the first fart of the day. He yelled "we have liftoff!" The smell was horrible after the

last nights Noun . Alex slowly died crumbling to Noun . Word spread through the house that

the angel of death had arrived, for Alex the butcher had been Verb - Past Tense . Karen ran from the office

as the blob of Noun dripped through the door it slowly surrounded her. She Verb - Past Tense from

the fumes. Jacob was the most valiant of the three. He Verb - Past Tense the sweaty hairy devil alone. The

monster turned and faced his favorite child, with salt n pepper hair veiled in a sweatband with a thick hibiscus

mustache gracing his upper lip like 70s Noun show revamped for a Portland, Oregon community

theater production. He had spent Noun acclimating to the pungent smell. Living across from a liberal

arts college trash room he was used to the Adjective - Ends in EST smells known to man. When the monster

saw that his first line of attack was impotent, he resorted his Excalibur, "The Tale of Two Cities." He forced

Jacob to read it, page by Noun , until upon the last page he died and ascended to heaven on a bicycle.
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